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Absolute Glory  

A knight and his squire are riding on horseback through a forest in search of 
a dragon that the knight plans on fighting… but they stop for the evening.  
They dismount and wearily sit down on 2 rocks.  The knight is examining 
his sword in a pensive fashion… lost in thought.  He takes off his helmet to 
reveal a battered and worn face. 
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Knight: [handing the sword to his attendant]  Again… no blood 

spilled across the blade today.  Wipe it down just the same.   

 

[The squire begins wiping down the sword with an oiled rag] 

 

Knight [looking into the woods]: We are getting closer to the 

dragon.  I can smell the fumes.  He is not far… but I don’t think 

he will be out again this night.  He has already hidden himself… 

and I would guess that the blood we passed earlier is all that is 

left of his dinner.  Perhaps a deer.  Anyway, I think his belly is 

full and his anger is dulled enough that he will submit to sleep...  

but we won’t find him in the dark.  We will need to camp here 

tonight.  Finish with that and start collecting wood. 

 

[both are sitting in quite reflection] 

 

Squire: Sire, something has bothered me for many days.  How is 

it that a dragon can produce flames from it’s mouth? 

 

Knight [amused and somewhat offended]: Ha!  You now want 

me to explain the world to you?  Feeding you, teaching you about 

sword fighting and weaponry is not enough?  You would like a 

lesson?! 

 

Squire: My apologies, sire. 
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[long pause] 

 

Knight: No.  You are here to learn- I will continue your 

education if only to pass the time.  But it is growing dark and 

soon we will need to set up our camp for the night. 

 

Squire:  Thank you, sire. 

 

Knight: You see, boy, a dragon has two bellies.  One for food 

and such, and another that is filled with a kind of fifth humour… 

a humour of a nature that is pure evil and cannot be found in 

even the most vile human.  This toxic liquid sloshes around 

within the dragon’s second belly until the beast chooses to belch 

it up.  And you see it is just like our own belching… nothing 

more.  But the entry of this liquid into the world is so violent that 

a fire is produced.  It is possible that the liquid is far calmer in the 

dark… but when the light of the Lord shines upon it, it explodes 

into flames.  Anyway, it’s quite unpleasant… and for the dragon 

as well.  They have no desire to release these vile liquids… but of 

course it is a highly effective means by which to frighten even a 

brave knight.  And the flames can cause a good deal of damage. 

 

Squire: I see.  After a dragon is defeated… what becomes of 

these liquids? 
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Knight: Slowly they make their way out of its body.   

 

Squire: ah-  and they get washed away… 

 

Knight: Hardly!  Water cannot wash them away.  Their 

movement is only influenced by gravity and the will of the beast- 

nothing else.  With the absence of the dragon’s control, they sink 

into the ground, burning through the dirt and bugs and worms 

and what have you… until they seep into the earth… deep in.   

 

Squire: You are a very learned knight, sire. 

 

Knight: Yes.  That’s correct.  Now be quiet so I can have a few 

thoughts to myself.  

 

Squire: Please, one more question, sire? 

 

Knight: Ah- fine!  Quickly.  This lesson is growing tedious. 

 

Squire: What becomes of the dragon carcass?  I mean, is it 

burned or chopped up? 
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Knight [looking surprised]: My goodness!  You really know very 

little about the world!  You think you can chop up a defeated 

dragon?  And what happens when this task awakens the dragon?! 

 

Squire: No, sire, I mean after the dragon has died… killed by… 

 

Knight: Ha!  You truly think a dragon dies?  You know nothing 

of a death sleep?  Here we are, having traveled for a week in 

search of this dragon, and all this time you have been imaging this 

to be something like a boar hunt?!  Are you picturing a stuffed 

dragon head on the wall?!   

 

Squire: Sire… I don’t… 

 

Knight:  This is truly something!  I am amazed that you lack even 

a basic knowledge about dragons.  Didn’t children speak of such 

things when you were growing up?   

 

Squire: Very sorry, sire… I will silence my tongue at once and 

bother you no more. 

 

Knight: Well, now I will have to explain.  I have to.  I cannot 

have a squire with such ignorance- you need to know what is 

going to happen.  
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[long pause] 

 

A dragon cannot be killed.  People talk as if that is what happens- 

but it does not die.  Uneducated people, simple townfolk… they 

just don’t have the words required to describe the event… so 

they say it is “dead.”  But it’s not.   

 

Squire: When I was a very young boy, my father told me about a 

dragon that had been killed… and it was watched over by an old 

knight.  I didn’t know why someone would watch a dead 

monster. 

 

Knight: Well, the dragon goes into a death sleep once defeated by 

a knight.  Its body is battered, stabbed and beaten in the course 

of the battle, and perhaps the creature senses it can no longer 

fight… and it starts to cease activity… and then it appears to die.  

It will hit the ground as if struck by a death blow.  It goes limp 

and seems lifeless even though it continues to live.  It’s a death 

that is not quite death… and its body even heals the wounds 

inflicted upon it.  You can actually see the dragon’s skin healing 

itself during the weeks after its defeat.  But, most importantly, a 

dragon in a death sleep needs to be attended to… if it should 

awaken it is very angry and very dangerous.  When such an event 

happens a knight can easily be overpowered.  Many do not 

survive such scenarios. 
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Squire:  But why not chop off its head when it goes limp?!  Surely 

it would put up no fight! 

 

Knight [growing angry]: Oh- I see!  You are sure of this?  Perhaps 

you should try.  Perhaps the hundreds of knights who died trying 

to do just that simply lacked your wisdom and experience.  Is that 

it?  We should go visit their graves and let them know. 

 

Squire [bowing his head in shame]: I’m sorry, sire.   

 

[long pause] 

 

Squire: Have you seen a dragon’s awakening? 

 

Knight: I have.  It is terrible indeed.  The beast lets out a skirl… a 

terrible drone that would shake your teeth.  It has deafened 

knights and is of such a strength that it can warp armor.  Trees 

bend and break around it like twigs.  The sound can kill animals 

who are unfortunate enough to be nearby.  And the beast 

awakens in a state of complete fury. 

 

Squire: I feel I am even more confused.  Why attend to it?  If it 

can’t be killed, and could wake up in a frenzy of anger, shouldn’t 

the knight stay away… and let those people who were once 
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terrorized by the monster enjoy a temporary peace?  How long 

would it sleep?  Months? 

 

Knight:  A dragon that awakes from a death sleep is a much 

greater threat to people!  It’s anger is nearly unbridled.  But, an 

attentive, careful knight can stop a defeated dragon from waking.  

For all time.   

 

Squire: Cutting off its head?  That would put it back to sleep!  

 

Knight:  You are not listening!  An action like that would be very 

dangerous.  If the dragon is not immediately decapitated it would 

be startled into full consciousness… and it would start wildly 

flailing and killing and letting out its unearthly scream.  And no 

knight, even the strongest, can simply hack off a dragon’s head 

with one blow.  You would just cause the beast to awaken.  No… 

the best method to subdue a dragon that is starting to wake up 

from a death sleep is to sing gentle lullabies before it gets too 

close to opening its eyes. 

 

[squire accidentally laughs.  The knight scowls and the squire 

appears embarrassed.  He lowers his head]  

 

Knight: You find this amusing?!   
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Squire: I’m so sorry, sire. 

 

[long pause] 

 

Squire: Guarding an almost-dead dragon… you wish this to be 

your fate, sire? 

 

Knight:  My glorious fate, yes.   

 

Squire: But won’t you become bored, sire? 

 

Knight: Of absolute glory? 

 

Squire: No- of standing there… waiting to see if the monster 

awakens… singing to a carcass… 

 

Knight: Defeating the dragon… putting it into its death sleep… 

is only part of the glory.  And it is a small part.  The full, 

complete glory is in dedication.  A great knight stands watch.  I 

will stand watch.  Always.  All my years. 

 

Squire: And how will you eat, sire?  I mean, if you can’t leave 

your post… 
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Knight: At first, by the charity of the townsfolk who were once 

terrorized by the dragon but now enjoy peace.  Then, a knight 

learns about the dragon he watches.  

 

Squire: What does he learn? 

 

Knight: Important things!  When the dragon goes into deep death 

sleeps, and when it very nearly awakens… the dedicated knight 

learns.  After a period of time it becomes safe enough that the 

knight can leave for periods of days… knowing that the dragon 

will be sleeping soundly for a long time… and that it is sleeping 

so soundly that it is close to death as it can get.  It is almost not 

breathing at those times.  The knight learns and deduces patterns, 

and the dragon, over time, spends more and more time in a death 

sleep.  It takes years… but if the knight becomes too bold in his 

excursions right away, he might pay a price. 

 

Squire: It awakens? 

 

Knight: Yes- and we find ourselves here.  Walking through a 

forest, even more bruised than before. 

 

Squire: This dragon was one you defeated?!  He woke up? 
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Knight: Yes- and he has grown dangerous.  And perhaps 

stronger.  And here I have to limp along.  It caught me near the 

eye and my vision is not what it was… I have scars across my 

torso and arms.  And he is just stronger.  And I am growing older 

and weary. 

 

Squire: But his toxic breath- these liquids you speak of are deep 

in the earth?  He lost something from his defeat, right? 

 

Knight [shaking his head]:  No, they come back.  The vile liquids 

that left him descended into hell.  But the dragon naturally creates 

new liquid over time. 

 

Squire: But, if… 

 

Knight [looking alert and concerned]: SHHHH! 

 

[the knight stands and looks into various directions.  The knight 

and the squire react to the ground rumbling] 

 

Squire: Does sire want his sword?! 

 

Knight: Give it to me! 

 

[knight puts on his helmet, grabs his sword and quickly exits] 


